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Coolie by Mulk Raj Anand is a classic novel which paints the reality of life. The title is well 

suited to the story, as it is the story of a porter boy who comes from his village home to the city 

and works vigorously in various places. Finally he died of tuberculosis. The darkness of life is 

competently described by the author in this novel. Coolie is a novel about the suffering and 

tragic situations of millions of coolie who are without residence, family and relations. But still 

they are sharing their lives with hunger, starvation and misery. It is just because of their poor 

condition that they became coolies and accepting their lives and proceeding further to survive. 

Afterwards their unnoticed dead bodies may over on some street corners. In this novel, Anand 

chooses a poor little boy, Munoo, as the protagonist, and he dominates this novel from the 

beginning to the end. To Anand, the pain and suffering are forming universal brotherhood, love, 

etc. Through the novel Coolie, Anand expresses his belief in man’s dignity whether he is rich or 

poor. Munoo’s life is full of sufferings and in the beginning of the novel itself we can see how 

his aunt Gujri ill-treats him. Anand writes: 

                       ‘Munoo ohe Munooa!’ she called again, exasperated and raising her 

                        voice, this time, to the highest pitch to which, in her anger and hate, she 

           could carry it: ‘Where have you died? Where have you gone, you ominous 

            orphan? Come back and be gone!’ The piercing soprano resounded through 

     the valley and fell on Munoo’s ears with the deadening effect of all its 

                        bitter content. 1Coolie  

Throughout his life Munoo meets cruel characters in his life. He has nobody to show him love or 

care. The only title which was given to him is Orphan. If his aunt Gujri and Uttam Kaur had not 

ill-treated him, his tragedy would have been avoided. But the unlucky Munoo doesn’t get 
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anything except avoidance and beatings. Munoo is the victim of misery, for his daily bread he 

runs over the world and moves place to place. The cruel hearted people were been the image of 

brutality. Munoo is made to pass through diverse situations as a domestic servant in an urban 

middle-class family in Sham Nagar, as a worker in small pickle factory, as a porter in 

Daulatpur’s city market, as a laborer in cotton mill in Bombay and as a rickshaw coolie in 

Shimla. A fourteen years old boy toiled throughout his life. Misery and suffering are his opulent. 

Coolie is an epic of misery giving us a heart-rending real account of the suffering and misery of 

the poor like Munoo. The poor are the victims of social, colonial, capitalistic, and communal 

exploitation andAnand’s picture of the Indian poor and their suffering is both pathetic and 

realistic. Hoping against hope, Munoo seeks a safe shelter in life:  

If we go further, there might be a place for us 

                                          Somewhere, Munoo said, urged by the cool 

                                          Breeze that came like a snake swishing from 

                                          the darkness of the sea on his right. And he 

                                          bravely led the way.36Coolie 

Munoo’s remarks on his own life are the clear instance of pathetic and compassionate statement: 

We belong to suffering! We belong to suffering! 37Coolie 

 

Actually Munoo not pass through his journey of life, but he is surviving with patience just for his 

bread. Not only Industrialism and capitalism exploits Munoo but communalism also exploits 

him. Munoo’s life is just a reflection of millions of coolies like him who are all sailing on the 

same boat. Anand describes the real situation of life which portraying the life of common man 

and their toils. Always Manoo is followed by perpetual suffering. Humiliation towards him is so 

pathetic. No one considered Munoo as a human. Everyone behaved brutally, their actions 

towards him is inhuman. Anand describes the real situation in the novel. The scene dealing with 

Munoo’s life in the industrial slums of Bombay offer a graphic account of the working of the 

capitalist system. The factory is an intolerable inferno with unbearable heat radiating from the tin 

sheets, the continuous wild hum of the machine, the monotony of the work, the threat of 
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impending danger and above all the inhuman attitude of the employer. The coolies working 

under such conditions degenerate into moving corpses with fear fixed on their brows.  

Munoo and Hari continue to working in that factory by bearing all suffering and humiliations. 

Munoo’s life arouses self pity upon him and he managed to work in the factory and more over 

they paid very less salary. One day Munoo hears a speech given by leaders of Red Flag Union. 

Particularly impressed by Suada’s speech: 

There are only two kinds of people in the world; 

     the rich and the poor, and between the two there is 

                                        no connection. The rich and the powerful,  

                                        the magnificent and the glorious,   

                                        whose opulence is built on robbery and  

                                        theft and open warfare, are honored and  

                                        admired by the whole world and by themselves. 

       you, the meek and the gentle, wretches that you are, 

                swindled out of your rights, and broken in body and soul, 

                                        you are respected by no one, and  

                                        you do not respect yourselves.40 Coolie 

Sunanda’s speech reminds him Sham Nagar where he realized the difference between rich and 

poor. The never ending poverty caused a tragic fate to Munoo. Death is unreal for the persons 

like Munoo, because their daily life itself a great trail of death. Nothing is more painful than the 

loneliness. Munoo spent his whole life with it. He has no mother, no father and no care taker. 

Mercy, love, care are unknown to him. His life’s journey starts in the hill and it comes to an end 

in a hill. The novel Coolie depicts story of thousands of common man like Munoo who are 

suffering in the hands of misery. Through the novel Coolie Anand portrays the differences 

existing in society. The novel Coolie clearly pictures the society’s Cast system, class variation, 

humiliation, suffering, toils, harassments, communalism and everything through the protagonist 

character Munoo. People like Monoo are all un noticed till the end of their life and more even 

people find no time to notice such peoples who are all need someone to help them. Munoo like 

people are helpless and more over their dreams are simple but till their end their dreams are just a 
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dream. Their dreams are nothing but their basic needs like daily prey, decent clothes, shelter and 

some respect. Their life is so pathetic. People should understand the reality of life to make a 

world and people like Munoo healthy. Munoo’s suffering is not a single mans suffering but the 

one group of society which is like him. 
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